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After his friends deny any involvement, Ed travels to the first address on the card at midnight and witnesses a
man raping his wife while their daughter cries on the porch. He thinks about killing the guy, but settles on
encouraging him to leave town and never return. What did you think about it? Author Markus Zusak takes the
YA genre to a very serious place and asks readers to consider some very real adult problems. And how does
this mystery person know so much? I am the Messenger may be very different to 'The Book Thief plot wise,
but it shares many of the same components: engaging the readers beginning to end, leaving the readers with a
lot to think about and, most importantly, carrying a message. What's the story? At one point he says he thought
he was doing one of these people a favor but "I realize it's the opposite. Ed is now 'The Messenger'. The
moral; the story, so to speak, of the book is beautiful and poignant, and you won't realize just how attached
you've become to it until the end. The resolution to the big mystery of who is sending the cards reads as if
Zusak just couldn't figure out how to get out of the hole he'd dug for himself, so he just slapped this on.
Ritchie's a pretty easy mission. Finally, on Bell Street he meets an old man named Bernie Price who runs an
antiquated theater. Here's the thing, though: YA done right helps pave the path forward and sheds light on the
questions and conundrums that plague people as they leave childhood behind and come into their own. We
meant threaten. But a few days later the Ace of Diamonds arrives in his mailbox, with three addresses and
times written on it. Ed begins to like the messages he gets because, well, it gives him something to doâ€”aside
from the messages, he still just plays cards and drives cabs. Ed's last messages send him to see his three best
friends: Ritchie, Marv, and Audrey. After consulting with Bernie, he realizes that they are references to his
three friends Ritchie, Marv, and Audrey. In a way, his writing transcends language. Sometimes the messages
are easy to deliver, other times they require all he can muster to give. He then shoots at the robber, but misses
and hits the getaway car instead. Well you'll just have to read it and find out! Finally, Gavin Rose is a young
boy who constantly fights his brother, so Ed beats up Gavin in order to encourage the brother to take revenge,
which they do one night by assaulting Ed and cementing their brotherhood. Unsure of what he should do, Ed
goes home. I'm the message. As he continues to receive clues about other people, he finds that his view of
himself, and his relationships with his friends and relatives, are changing, but a mystery remains: Who is
sending him these clues, and why? So though this book often forces us to look at some pretty harsh realities, it
also inspires us to invest in both ourselves and those around us. Finally, he receives a gun in the mail and
kidnaps the rapist before threatening to kill him for his crimes. Ed is a loser.


